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Top 10 upcoming hotel
projects in Rwanda
W Hospitality Group, a reputable firm in the industry, estimates half of
the planned hotel development in Africa will not open in 2020. PAGE 3
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on Rusizi hot
springs mystery
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Rubavu town to
get Rwf8 billion
bus station

Prime Minister Edouard
Ngirente speaks during the
opening of the Africa Green
Revolution Forum 2020
Summit at Kigali Convention
Centre on Tuesday,
September 8. The premier
said Africa must increase
fertiliser use in order to
produce more food to meet
the growing food demand in
cities, and eliminate hunger.
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mulls new landfill
in Masaka
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PM Ngirente urges Africa to increase
fertiliser use for agriculture growth
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Kivu Queen uBuranga, a new
luxury houseboat, will comprise of
10 modern cabins. Photo: Courtesy.
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In brief
Regional electronic cargo
tracking system launched

Cross-border cargo trucks transport
goods from Tanzania to Rwanda.
Photo: Sam Ngendahimana.

Top 10 upcoming hotel
projects in Rwanda
By Julius Bizimungu
THE NOVEL coronavirus pandemic has made it impossible
for many businesses to implement their planned projects,
including tens of investors who
put on hold their hotel development projects.
W Hospitality Group, a reputable industry firm, estimates
half of the planned hotel development in Africa will not open
in 2020.
Hotel development in the region was on the rise at the beginning of the year, with more
than 78,000 rooms in 408 hotels in the pipeline, according
to the 12th annual survey by the
Group.
However, the Covid-19 outbreak is now shattering the
dreams of Africa’s hotel industry.
According to the data released
in June, there were 90 hotels
with 17,000 rooms scheduled to
open in 2020, but the Group estimates that at least half of them
will be delayed, bringing the actualisation rate down to 40 per
cent.
Yet, there are a long list of hotel development projects that
will go further with their plans
in Rwanda despite the Covid-19
outbreak.
Here’s a list of top ten;

1

KIVU QUEEN
Mantis Group is currently building a luxury hotel
boat on Lake Kivu, Kivu Queen
uBuranga, with expectation to
LOG ON www.newtimes.co.rw

be completed before the year
ends and open in March next
year.
The Kivu Queen uBuranga will
comprise of 10 modern cabins
that can accommodate a maximum of 20 people, a swimming
pool, restaurant, bar, and viewing deck with a hot tub.
It will dock in Karongi District
from where it will be floating between Rusizi and Kamembe.
Dino Urbani, the Regional
Manager at Mantis Collection
told The New Times that they
still see potential in the hospitality industry despite the pandemic.
“Rwanda has a growing tourism industry and I think Covid-19 was unexpected. The pandemic slowed down things but it
doesn’t mean it will always stay
like that,” he said.

2

CLEO LAKE KIVU
Cleo Lake Kivu, a fivestar upmarket hotel on the
shores of Lake Kivu in Karongi
District in the Western Province,
is another upcoming hotel project by Mantis Group.
The stone and glass oasis has
14 executive suites and 1 private
villa with 4 suites, each with
minimalistic furnishing and

subtle color palettes inspired by
the abundance of foliage and the
great African lake.
“This is the right time to invest
in hospitality particularly hotel development,” Urbani said,
saying Cleo Lake Kivu will open
doors between October and November.

3

FOUR POINTS
Four Points Hotel by
Marriott is at the final stage of
being completed and should
be operational by next year, according to information from
Rwanda Development Board’s
Investment Promotion department.
The hotel is located opposite
the current Marriott Hotel in
Kiyovu, Nyarugenge District.
ODALYS CITY
BUSINESS
APART HOTEL
Odalys City Business is under
development, and it will be located at the Inzovu mall to be
built on the former Ministry of
Justice land.
The hotel is expected to be
completed by 2022.
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5

MYTHOS LTD
The project is to con-

Hotel development in the region
was on the rise at the beginning
of the year, with more than
78,000 rooms in 408 hotels in
the pipeline, according to the
12th annual survey by the Group

struct a high standing hotel
comprising 24 serviced apartments, a resto-bar, an executive
bar, a swimming pool, a fitness
center, and other supporting facilities.

6

ASIA SHINE HOLDINGS
Asia Shine Holdings Ltd
is developing a three-star hotel
in Kigali.
The hotel will have 71 rooms,
conference facilities and all other amenities.

7

GREAT HOTEL KIYOVU
Great Hotel Kiyovu will
be an urban 4-star hotel and will
offer luxury accommodations
and associated amenities to local, regional, national and international clients for conferences
and events.

8

TABLE BAY
The project promoter
intends to provide accommodation services by setting up tented
lodge camps in Kigali and along
Lake Muhazi.

9

BYIZA LODGE
Byiza lodge is under development and will be located
in Burera district- Gitovu sector,
between the twin lakes of Burera
and Ruhondo.
The lodge will consist of a bar
restaurant and viewing area at
the top of the hill and five luxury
self-contained lodges.
CANAAN
RESIDENTIAL
APARTMENTS
NYARUTARAMA
The project is for development
of 10 Residential Apartments in
Nyarutarama; 5 floors with lift,
parking, swimming and other
facilities, according to the Rwanda Development Board (RDB).
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THE LAUNCH of a regional electronic
cargo and driver tracking system
which had been slated to take place
mid last month and later postponed
was launched virtually on Tuesday,
September 8.
It is one of the measures introduced by
the East African Community to prevent
further spread of the coronavirus
(Covid-19) infections in the region.
The system will issue jointly recognised
EAC Covid-19 digital certificates, which
will improve efficiency in regional freight
transport, by avoiding multi testing for
drivers at all points of entry.

S.A’s economy shrinks by
51% in second quarter
SOUTH AFRICA’S economy has shrunk
by 51% in the second quarter of 2020.
From March, the continent’s most
industrialised economy implemented
one of the strictest lockdowns in the
world as it battled Covid-19, but it has
taken a heavy toll.
With the exception of agriculture,
all sectors of the economy saw big
declines, with industries such as aviation,
tourism and hospitality coming to a
virtual standstill.
The controversial ban on alcohol and
cigarettes also saw consumer spending
on these items fall by a massive 92%.

More protests planned
over SA racist advert
SOUTH AFRICA’S opposition figure
Julius Malema has called for more
protests to demand that beauty
company Clicks closes all outlets for five
days over a racist advert.
Protests on Monday led by the
Economic Freedom Fighters (EFF) party
leader led to the closure of more than
400 outlets of the company.
Several outlets were also damaged as
protesters called for their closure.
However, the government has urged
protesters not to damage property.
Clicks had published a hair advert on
its website that described African hair as
dry and damaged while white hair was
described as fine and normal.
The advert was pulled out and the
company apologised saying it had
suspended those who were involved.

